
Rosh Chodesh Guidelines for Groups 
 

 
 

"And it shall be from new moon to new moon And from sabbath to sabbath, All mankind will come to bow down 
before Me," says the LORD. (Is. 66:23) 

 
Rosh Chodesh (new moon) gatherings are an opportunity to worship the King of the Universe at His appointed 
time with like-minded believers. They also serve to forge and strengthen the bonds of brotherhood & sisterhood 
as we share trials and triumphs. However, like all moedim (feast days), the new moon is also a time of testing. 
The biggest test at any gathering is in how we treat one another. The 2nd Temple was destroyed because of 
baseless hatred among brothers. It still stands in ruins nearly 2000 years later. This should give one pause, and 
convict one to search their heart as to whether they are perpetuating the destruction of the House of Adonai by 
how they treat neighbors and people in general.  
 
According to the Bible, humans have a higher and lower nature. Sometimes this is referred to as the dichotomy 
between the spirit and the flesh or the good and evil inclination. Everyone has a sin nature that must be 
mastered. We need accountability. When the nephesh or flesh is ruling one’s actions, rarely is the person 
aware or willing to admit it. To keep the enemy from causing division, strife, and contention at new moon 
gatherings, we implemented a set of “boundary stones” to protect those gathering together.  
 
The new moon is about loving the LORD and one’s neighbor. While it is perfectly acceptable to seek Adonai 
for specific prayer requests, the new moon is not the time or place to force opinions, debate doctrine or politics, 
or conduct business. (Is. 1:14-20, Amos 8:4-6) Those that gather should come with a heart prepared by 
repentance and prayer. Mercy, forgiveness, patience, kindness, and love are found in Adonai’s House. These are 
the traits that are desirable for one to reflect at the new moon.  
 
The visible symbol of new birth each month is a powerful metaphor. It signifies the death of FLESH, renewal, 
and new beginnings. This cycle is vital to the walk of an overcomer. We are meant to build the House at the 
Creator’s appointments. The Holy Spirit of Wisdom is a builder, not a destroyer.  
 

The wise woman builds her house, But the foolish tears it down with her own hands. (Pr. 14:1) 
 
Nevertheless, the adage is true: hurting people, hurt people. If you desire to start new moon meetings, prepare 
your heart with prayer and expect that the Light will draw in those that are hurting, angry, and in pain. Have a 
plan set in place to minister to those that need the love of Messiah. Use wisdom if their desperation seeks to 
overtake the meeting. By having the group read the “Boundary Stones” aloud, everyone is aware of what is 
expected of them.  
 
This helps ensure that meetings are a SAFE place, like the merciful womb. There is plenty of space for growth, 
but there is no room for the messy antics of heated flesh. Be a blessing to others not because they deserve it, but 
because you are created in the image of the Creator, and He is Love.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Boundary Stones 
 
 

   
New moons honor God, His Gospel, and His people. We respect the home of the host and/or 
hostess. We do not initiate activities or invite new guests without their permission. Likewise, we 
treat each family with respect. We do not assume control over another person’s child, even for 
prayer, without consulting them first. We come together in modesty and humility.  

 
   
Equity is being fair or impartial. If God is not a respecter of persons, then neither should we be. We 
recognize that we are all equal before God and that every person has a unique gift and talent in 
which they bless the group. We do not shun or shame anyone, as this is wickedness.  
 

 
Worship is at the heart of every new moon gathering. We come together with a spirit of expectation 
and a heart prepared by prayer. As an appointed time of the LORD, the new moon is a time of 
miracles and deliverance. While God is always available to us, the windows of heaven are open 
wide at His scheduled appointments.  

 
 
 
 

Ministers. We minister to one another at the new moon. We do not seek to promote ourselves or our 
personal convictions at new moons. We love everyone right where they are. We recognize diversity 
within the Body and Biblical beliefs as we grow in Messiah, knowing that no one has “arrived.”  
 
 
Order is imperative at gatherings. We desire for the Holy Spirit to flow freely through each 
member, but also to remain orderly and honest. (1 Cor. 14:40) We avoid even the appearance of 
evil. Gossip, slander, malice, control, and manipulation are not welcome here.  
 
 
Open door. Our door is open, but it is guarded by wise gatekeepers to keep those inside safe. We 
agree to leave selfish agendas at the door, and to minister to those suffering and hurting.  
 
 
Naked. Because we are vulnerable before God and each other at our meetings, confidentiality is a 
requirement. What is shared in the group stays in the group. We do not reveal another’s dirty 
laundry, because we are servants of the High King. We keep the nakedness of others COVERED.  

 
 

 
 ‘Cursed is he who moves his neighbor’s boundary mark.’ And all the people shall say, ‘Amen.’ (Dt. 27:17) 


